
1) Wrote down the boolean equations and the VHDL code for a full adder. The full adder
has three one bit wide data inputs: a, b, and cin (carry-in); and two outputs: sum and
cout (carry-out). The sum output is the least significant bit (bit 0) of the sum of the
three inputs. The cout output is the most significant bit (bit 1) of the sum of the three
inputs. Wrote down the VHDL for a testbench that tests all input combinations of the Full
Adder.

 One-bit full adder                       Generic N-bit Addsub

2) Constructed the logic scheme and  VHDL code for the generic adder/subtractor unit.

3) Wrote down the VHDL code for the ALU unit. Used the generic Add/Sub-unit
just designed, and used the generic and_vector  as a template for designing the AND and OR-
functionality. Simulated  AND Gate, OR gate, and MUX.

5) Implementation of an adder/subtractor

Designed an adder/subtractor. The add/subtract unit takes two eight bit two’s complement
number’s and depending on a control bit, either add or subtract them. The result is on the
outport sum. A full adder takes two bits a and b of the std_logic type and adds them together
with the Carry-In (cin) bit (also a std_logic type). The result is output on sum and Carry-Out
(cout)  both of the type std_logic. Wrote a testbench (tb_fulladder) to test the fulladder. Tried
also forcing of signals directly on the architecture.



6) Building an ALU

Simple ALU Structure

An Arithmetic Logic Unit (ALU) can be built in many different ways. A simple way
(though far from optimal) is to compute all different functions in parallel and then
choose the required result at the end. The selection of the required result can be done with a
mux. This architecture is easy to implement in VHDL, since a mux can be modelled with a
single with-select signal assignment. Used FPGA synthesis tool Quartus II to synthesize and
prototype the generic N-bit ALU and synthesized the VHDL code

9) Studied the VHDL-code for the D-flipflop and the D-latch. Noticed the usage of the
‘EVENT-construct for the flipflop.

Generated VHDL-code for a generic N-bit D-register with asynchronous reset on
active high. The code should be written in behavioural style. That means that you
are NOT allowed to use the D-flipflop and the generate statement.



10) Design of an alarm clock

FSMs are an important class of sequential circuits, which are widely used in control
functions. Mealy and Moore type sequential circuits are commonly used FSMs.

• Mealy machine’s output is a function of the present state & input.
• Moore machine’s output is a function of the present st

Designed an alarm clock. It has three FSMs in it, but all of them are extended FSMs, i.e., they
can be implemented as simple counters. Two of the FSMs are two Up/Down (U/D) counters
that are given. Here, built the third FSM, a clock divider. It will be used to divide the on-
board 33 MHz clock down to a 1 Hz reference signal. To ensure a synchronous behaviour, the
reference signal is then used as a clock enable signal by the two U/D counters. The output
value of the two 4-bit counters should then decoded in a clock controller to control the U/D-
signal of the two counters in order to create a two-digit clock that counts seconds. Later,
wrote down the VHDL code for the clock divider using the clock templates provided for task.
And then  implemented an EFSM that outputs the value ‘1’ for a single reference clock cycle,
every second.



11) Simulated the given SR-Latch,  D-flipflop and the D-latch.

12) A four bit Up/Down Counter

This task models a 4-bit up-down counter. The counter counts on rising edges of the
CLK input. The output labelled out2 increments if UP is 1, decrements otherwise.
There is a limit check functionality labelled as out1. It becomes 1 when “1111” is
reached while incrementing and when “0000” is reached during decrementing; it
remains 0 otherwise. There is an asynchronous RESET, which operates at active low.
Three different codes are given. Simulated these and figured out the differences.

13) Design and prototype a simple alarm clock

In this task designed, synthesized and downloaded a two-digit alarm clock onto the
Altera FPGA board. To be able to see the LED counting, made a frequency divider, i.e.,
acounter that divides the on-board 33 MHz frequency to a 1s clock signal. Also, modified the
four-bit U/D counters to include a count enable signal, i.e., the counter should only increment
or decrement by one if the enable signal is ‘1’. A clock controller is needed to control when
the two counters should change value. Included a global U/D input signal for the alarm clock.

Made a top component and connected the frequency divider with the four-bit up/down
counters and the clock controller as shown. Simulated the system to make sure that it works.
Use 16 as dividing value in the simulation. Then added the seven segment decoders and
simulated again. The conversion code of the decoders are best debugged on the Altera
chip. In the simulation, the code for 0 was output when the clock has the digit 0, etc. An
active low on the output will make the segment light up.

14) Tri-state driver

Modified the D-flip-flip and made a register out of it, by including a tri-state buffer



between the output of the D flip-flop and register output. Synthesized the design using
Quartus and look in the RTL viewer to see if we got what we specified.

16) Prototyping a Data bus

The last task is to prototype a databus onto the FPGA-board and evaluate how FPGAs
interpret data buses. Wrote a VHDL component that connects two registers with four
bits each to a databus. Then connected the two registers to the DIP switches of the FPGA
board and connect the individual bits of the databus to four LED segments of your
choice. Prototyped the design and observed what functionality that the resulting bus gets.
Also, examine the produced layout and saw how the Quartus tool has connected the
componenents on the data bus together.

17) RTL coding of a datapath

A large and complex design is built using statemachines that controls computational
components, like ALUs, by selecting which output that should be connected to which
input, and doing so in the correct sequence. Both FSMs and Datapaths are usually
described using RTL-coding, to enhance both readability and understandability of the
VHDL-code. So, we focused on constructing a simple datapath using RTL coding.

The datapath consists of five components, a mux (the Selector), a three-port register file
containing eight registers that can read two and write one data every clock cycle, an ALU that
is able to perform eight different operations, a shifter that potentially can perform eight
different operations (only six are used), and finally a tri-state driver to make it possible to
disconnect the datapath. The datapath should have a generic bit-width m. The task is to write
VHDL-code for the five sub-components and connect them together using a hierarchical
structural description. Splitting the design into sub-components allows us to test each sub-
component by itself, which increases the probability that the whole design will work when we
connect the components together.

10% of the time is spent implementing the functionality, 50% of the design time is spent
checking that the design works as expected and correcting bugs, and 40%
of the time is spent documenting the final outcome. Connecting designs together usually
reveals hidden bugs, coming from test-cases that has been overlooked or forgotten at the
lower levels, so a usual debug flow includes several test loops going through parts of the
design bottom-up a couple of times. We splited our design into five smaller ones to train a
proper testing procedure. Used the IEEE standard types throughout the design.

-Coding the selector.

Wrote an entity and name it selector. The Selector had a generic parameter, and  named it
width, one select input of the type std_logic, and two input ports and one output port, of the
size width, made from the std_logic_vector type. Implemented the mux using a if-then-else
statement inside a process. Wrote a testbench that tests the functionality of the mux and verify
that it works.



-Coding the Register-file.

Wrote an entity and name it reg_file. The component had generic bit width.
Implemented the register array using a an array of std_logic_vector. The registers were
implemented using flip-flops and sensitive to the rising edge of the clock. Connected the
reset-signal  It was asynchronous reset to maket the test easier.

Wrote a process implementing a clocked body that stores the the input (Din) to the position
(WA) in the vector of registers. The signal (WE) is a write enable signal that makes
it possible to protect the registers in case no value should be stored. When implementing
algorithms, the constant zero appears quite often. A common way to have a zero easily
available is to implement register zero as always being always zero. Another way is to make
the output become zero in case the read enable (RE) signal is ‘0’.

Used the latter case in this design. Implement the two read ports using one single dataflow
statement for each port, where the contents of the register should be transferred to the selected
port if the read enable signal is ‘1’ and the constant zero in case the read enable signal is
‘0’.Wrote a testbench that tests the functionality of the register file.

-Coding the ALU.

Wrote an entity and named it ALU. Used a process and a case-when statement to decode
the different alternatives. Used a single dataflow-statement for each when-statement.

-Coding the shifter.

Wrote an entity and named it shifter. Implemented the functionality using a case-when
statement. It uses six branches in the when-tree. Implemented and tested the design.

- Putting it all together.

Finally, wrote the top entity and connect all sub-components together. Named it datapath.
Inside it, connect the components together. Connected the signals from the sub-components to
the correct pin of the control vector (ctrl). Implemented the tri-state buffer that separates the
internal result bus from the external outport using a single dataflow statement.



18) Developed an algorithm to implement videocomposer

Developed an algorithm to implement a simple Video Composer system that
takes a colour RGB-triple and manipulates the blue colour by multiplying it with 4, i.e.,
it should produce the signal Composite=(R,G,4*B) where R,G, and B are 8-bit positive



integers. In case of overflow, the resulting blue should be set to the highest possible 8-
bit positive integer, i.e., the multiplication of the blue component should saturate. The
RGB-triplets should be read from three 8-bit IN ports, that are connected to the system
databus. The system databus is 8-bits wide. The result (Composite) is a 24-bit wide output
word. The Video Composer should output 1 Composite data every 16 clock
cycles. Simple video composer system:

Derive Control Word and Write VHDL code for the Microcontroller FSM

Derive the state machine and the control Words that implements your algorithm, and
implement it in VHDL using a ROM Controller for the FSM (table look-up FSM). Use
the package given in the appendix. It contains a record type for describing the control
word and has constants declared for the instructions to increase readability. Write your
micro program by completing the constant named ROM in the architecture
VideoComposer_FSMD.

The Video Composer communicates with the external world (i.e., the testbench) using
a two-phase handshake interface. That is, the composer starts calculating when a Start
signal is set to ‘1’. It then starts reading a picture that is stored in the Picture ROM and
manipulates the data according to your program. When the Video Composer is ready, it
signals this to the external world by setting Ready to ‘1’. The testbench responds by
setting the global signal (defined in the package ppm_file_handler)
work.ppm_file_handler.dump_ppm to true, which tells the Output RAM to dump the
finished picture onto disk for your inspection.

The ROM reads data from the file “DATAIN.PPM”. The file contains pixel data stored
in the color order R,G, and B. Data is provided to the datapath input according to the
controlling FSM. The results from the output provided by the Video Composer is
stored first in the RAM and when execution is finished, it is written to the file
“dataout.ppm”. The inputs procedure is reading from the file character by character
(1 byte at a time) and then uses a hash-function to convert the characters to integers,
which are then stored in the ROM. Integers are used instead of STD_LOGIC_VECTORS in
order to speed up simulation. The downside of this trick is that it will generate conversion
warninds during simulations. For debugging purposes, we are given an initial FSM of for the
FSMD. Its function is simple, it reads data from the ROM, stores it in the datapath, and writes



it directly to the RAM in the following cycle. Used this FSM as a template to describe my
own algorithm.

4. Prototyping the design

To prototype this design, wrote a synthesizable testbench and synthesized it
together with the design. On-board test generators are called Built-In Self Test (BIST),
The top component only have a clock, start and ready output. However, Quartus has a
tendency to remove code that is not connected to any output. To avoid this, adding the
RAM output q to the digit LEDs  helped. The ROM and RAM supplied with the simulation
cannot be synthesized. They are for simulation only. Also, the provided memories are too big
to fit on the prototype board. Generated the RAM and ROM using the Altera Memory
Generation Wizard.

19) Signal coupling and transient simulation for VLSI interconnections

With the introduction of deep submicron CMOS technology, interconnects and their
associated signal integrity analysis have become important design objects in advanced
VLSI/ULSI circuits. This lab aims to: (i) build an understanding of signal crosstalk via
interconnects and its impact on signal integrity in deep submicron VLSI circuits; (ii) teach
some basic methods of signal transmission and coupling and analysis for the designs in
MicroWind and PSPICE.

20) Signalling Systems

The purpose of this lab is to study different signalling methods and their performance when
driving different kinds of wires. We will be looking at two kinds of wires here: the wide, low
resistance wire which exhibits transmission line or travelling wave behaviour when driven
fast enough, and the high resistance, narrow wire which exhibits diffusive or RC behaviour.
The first kind of wire is used for transmitting signlas over a relatively long distance, such as
the length of the chip and for driving signals off-chip. The second type of wire is typical of an
on-chip interconnect and is used for signalling over short distances between different logic
blocks within the chip. We will test both voltage mode and current mode signalling on these
different types of interconnects. The idea is to become familiar with the different signaling
methods and to identfy their strengths and weaknesses in the two different cases.

21) Power distribution network design and synthesis

An important requirement for digital logic circuits is a stable, quiet DC supply voltage.
During switching, the logic draws large AC currents. This current is proportional to the
rise/fall time of the switching logic. As an example consider a 1GHz clock with a rise time of
10% of the clock cycle time (100 ps). If for a power supply voltage of 2.5 Volt, a capacitive
load of 1pF must be switched within this rise time, the necessary peak current to charge this
load would be 25 mA. Note that a typical VLSI chip has thousands of such switching events,
that may introduce a considerably large resistive and inductive voltage drop over the power
network. In order to ensure proper function of other logic on the chip, the power supply
voltage must still remain stable during this period. This lab considers the problems of on-chip
power distribution. Two different architectures and resistive and inductive voltage drops over



the power network will be studied. At the end ofthe lab, countermeasures against to high
voltage drop were considered.

22) Clock Distribution

In a synchronous digital system, the global clock signal is used to define a relative time
reference for the movement of data within that system. Because this function is vital to the
operation of a synchronous system, much attention has been given to the characteristics of
these clock signals and the networks used in their distribution. The objective of this lab is to
exam a few major parameters that impact clock signal performance in the clock distribution
networks. That is variations in wire delays, power supply variation, different level delays and
load variation. The clock distribution in this lab consists of driver (buffer), six-level H-tree
distribution network and 8x8 logic blocks that are modeled as capacitive loads within the
chip, as shown in Figure 1.

24)  The CMOS inverter

- Simulation of the inverter as a function of time
- The Voltage Transfer Characteristic (VTC) of a CMOS inverter
- VTC measurements on a CMOS Nand gate with buffers
- Current vs voltage plots for a MOS-transistor layout
- Node connectivity display. Capacitance, inductance, resistance.
- Voltages vs time. Pulse propagation delay time
- Transfer Characteristic of CMOS inverter Output voltage vs input voltage
- Layout of two CMOS inverters connected in series
- Simulation of the two serially connected inverters. Voltages vs time.
- Output signal capacitively loaded. Pulse propagation delay
- Simulation of inverter with N loading inverters (fanout = N)
- Plot of pulse propagation delay vs number of loading inverters ( N)
- Circuit simulation on the layout of a CMOS-NOR gate
- Synthesis of a combinational logic circuit from a given specification
- Realization of the combinational circuit
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